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A self-motivated individual who loves a challenge and has a talent for quickly 
Embroidery Operator job skills. Accustomed to listening to instruction, paying 
attention, and performing always at my best. Have twenty years of manufacturing
experience in many different fields. Am looking for a company to advance job 
skills and stay until retire.

JUNE 2013 – AUGUST 2015
EMBROIDERY OPERATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Verified order for garment style, sizes, and quantities prior to beginning 
production.

 Extracted the correct dst file from Shopworks and enters the appropriate art 
into the embroidery computer system.

 Selected size and color thread and drawn it through machine guides and 
bobbin.

 Ensured that correct thread and needles are used.
 Produced sew-out for Embroidery Leads approval.
 Removed and replaced bobbin when needed.
 Regulated embroidery machine tension and settings.

2012 – 2013
EMBROIDERY OPERATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Responsible for hooping the clothes, placing them on the machines to be 
embroidered, supervising the process, fixing the machines when a problem .

 Operate eight different Embroidery machines to personalize items - Sort and 
separate clothing items and prepare them for embroidering - Detail and .

 Operated an embroidery machine to produce quality clothing.
 Operated with persistent accuracy and precision.
 Collaborated with other employees to produce quality clothing with minimal 

errors.
 Designed the names and logos the customers wanted on the computer send it 

over to one of our machines and embroidered the scrub, lab coat, etc.
 Got group orders together for Texas Tec and other schools and dr.

EDUCATION

Diploma - 1988(Albion College - Albion, MI)
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SKILLS

Microsoft Outlook, Data Entry, Excel, Word, Powerpoint.
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